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To Its Present Eminence As The Most Widely Spoken Language
'Learning to Curse' charts the evolution of Stephen Greenblatt's approach to the literary arts of the Renaissance, providing a vivid
and compelling exploration of a complex and contradictory epoch.
Master verbalist Richard Lederer, America's "Wizard of Idiom" (Denver Post), presents a love letter to the most glorious of human
achievements... Welcome to Richard Lederer's beguiling celebration of language -- of our ability to utter, write, and receive words.
No purists need stop here. Mr. Lederer is no linguistic sheriff organizing posses to hunt down and string up language offenders.
Instead, join him "In Praise of English," and discover why the tongue described in Shakespeare's day as "of small reatch" has
become the most widely spoken language in history: English never rejects a word because of race, creed, or national origin. Did
you know that jukebox comes from Gullah and canoe from Haitian Creole? Many of our greatest writers have invented words and
bequeathed new expressions to our eveyday conversations. Can you imagine making up almost ten percent of our written
vocabulary? Scholars now know that William Shakespeare did just that! He also points out the pitfalls and pratfalls of English. If a
man mans a station, what does a woman do? In the "The Department of Redundancy Department," "Is English Prejudiced?" and
other essays, Richard Lederer urges us not to abandon that which makes us human: the capacity to distinguish, discriminate,
compare, and evaluate.
Fundamentals of Public Relations: Professional Guidelines, Concepts and Integrations, Second Edition focuses on the basic
theories and principles involved in the practice of public relations and describes how public relations functions in adapting an
organization to its social, political, and economic environment. Practical guidelines for implementing public relations activities are
given. This book is comprised of 30 chapters and begins with an assessment of the nature of public relations, including its function
and its ecological concept. Historical highlights in the field of public relations are also presented. Subsequent chapters explore five
dialogues that emphasize critical problems affecting the practice of public relations: the first covers the role of the chief executive
officer in public relations; the second deals with corporate social responsibility; the third shows the attitudes of labor on the
question of jobs versus the environment; the fourth reports on problems of protecting the environment; and the fifth takes a
searching look at the energy crisis. This monograph is designed to serve as a basic text for students of public relations and those
who are in need of a refresher or even an introduction to the subject of public relations.
This book takes a critical look at the role of language in an increasingly diversified and globalised world, using the new framework
of 'sociolinguistics of globalisation' to draw together research from human geography, sociolinguistics, and intercultural
communication. It argues that globalisation has resulted in a destabilisation of social and linguistic norms, and presents a
language-in-motion approach which addresses the inequalities and new social divisions brought by the unprecedented levels of
population mobility. This book looks at language on the individual, national and transnational level, and it will be of interest to
readers with backgrounds in history, politics, human geography, sociolinguistics and minority languages. Khawla Badwan is Senior
Lecturer in TESOL and Applied Linguistics at Manchester Metropolitan University, UK. .
The Elizabethan conquest of Ireland sparked off two linguistic events of enduring importance: it initiated the language shift from
Irish to English, which constitutes the great drama of Irish cultural history, and it marked the beginnings of English linguistic
expansion. The Elizabethan colonisers in Ireland included some of the leading poets and translators of the day. In Language and
Conquest in Early Modern Ireland, Patricia Palmer uses their writings, as well as material from the State Papers, to explore the
part that language played in shaping colonial ideology and English national identity. Palmer shows how manoeuvres of linguistic
expansion rehearsed in Ireland shaped Englishmen's encounters with the languages of the New World, and frames that analysis
within a comparison between English linguistic colonisation and Spanish practice in the New World. This is an ambitious,
comparative study, which will interest literary and political historians.
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In this collection of articles, the author reflects on the nature of language, the art of lexicography and the developments in
communication, the media and information technology in the late 20th century. The three main subjects looked at are:
language at large, and particulary English, the most widely used language in the history of the world; the art and study of
dictionaries and reference science, embracing all past, present and potential reference materials - from the "OED" to the
"Yellow Pages"; and the processes through which communication, information and knowledge has evoloved - from cave
art to the personal computer.
In Untold Futures, J. K. Barret locates models for recovering the variety of futures imagined within some of our most
foundational literature. These poems, plays, and prose fictions reveal how Renaissance writers embraced uncertain
potential to think about their own present moment and their own place in time. The history of the future that Barret
reconstructs looks beyond futures implicitly dismissed as impossible or aftertimes defined by inevitability and fixed
perspective. Chapters on Philip Sidney’s Old Arcadia, Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, William Shakespeare’s
Titus Andronicus, Antony and Cleopatra, and Cymbeline, and John Milton’s Paradise Lost trace instead a persistent
interest in an indeterminate, earthly future evident in literary constructions that foreground anticipation and expectation.
Barret argues that the temporal perspectives embedded in these literary texts unsettle some of our most familiar points of
reference for the period by highlighting an emerging cultural self-consciousness capable of registering earthly futures
predicated on the continued sameness of time rather than radical ruptures in it. Rather than mapping a particular future,
these writers generate imaginative access to a range of futures. Barret makes a strong case for the role of language itself
in emerging conceptualizations of temporality.
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This book collects together over one hundred sources by Elizabethan authors which show English life in English
literature.
The development of increasingly precise measurements is an essential part of what Samuel L. Macey identifies as the
West's wide-ranging effort to rationalize human activity--to simplify and standardize the way we work and communicate
with one another. In The Dynamics of Progress, Macey examines the history of such rationalizations as they have
manifested themselves. He identifies a symbiotic relationship among these different types of rationalization,
demonstrating that without the rationalizing of time, weights and measures, numbers, and language, the scientific,
technological, and industrial advances of the past three hundred years would have been inconceivable. In addition to
discussing rationalization in its various forms, Macey also addresses reactions against it, and closes with some
observations on the future. Increasing demands for material goods have the potential for spreading wealth, but such
demands strain the earth's limited resources. How we address the challenge posed by this depletion of resources, Macey
suggests, will be the ultimate test of our rationalizing powers.
English & how it got that way. Bill Bryson has joyfully mined the rich ore of English to produce a treasure of a book about
the treasure of our tongue.
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